
NEW PUBLICATIONS FROM THE

Harvard University
Asia Center

RIDING THE BLACK SHIP
Japan and Tokyo Disneyland
A V I A D E . R A Z
An analysis ofTokyo Disneyland arguing that it is an

example not of the globalization of American

culture but of the successful Japanese domestication

of an import

$ 19.95 paper (also available in cloth),

3 maps, 9 illus., 3 tables, 254 pp.

RECONTEXTUALIZING TEXTS
Narrative Performance in
Modern Japanese Fiction
ATSUKO SAKAKI
A study of the performative aspects of five modem

Japanese works in terms of the internal narrative

situation these texts produce.

$39.50 cloth, 286 pp.

HIRAIZUMI
Buddhist Art and Regional Politics in
Twelfth-Century Japan

An analysis of the use of the power of art and

architecture to claim a religious and political

mandate to rule.

$60.00 cloth, 103 illus. (I I in color), 3 maps, 296 pp.

JAPAN'S PROTOINDUSTR1AL EUTE
The Economic Foundations of the Gono

A detailed examination of the role of Japan's rural elites

in the economic transformation of Japan in the

nineteenth century.

$39.50 cloth, 3 maps, 15 tables. 276 pp.

THE SIMILITUDE OF BLOSSOMS
A Critical Biography of Izumi Kyoka
(1873-1939), Japanese Novelist
and Playwright
CHARLES SHJROINOUYE
An examination of literary modernism in Japan

focusing on a writer whose visual mode of figuration

links modernism with traditional fiction of the

Edo period.

$40.00 cloth. 22 illus.. 402 pp.

POVERTY, EQUALITY,
AND GROWTH
The Politics of Economic
Need in Postwar Japan
DEBORAH J. MILLY
A study of policy-making in the Japanese government

focusing on the government's responses to poverty in

the postwar era.

$49.50 cloth, 5 figs.. 10 tables. 412 pp.

JAPANESE CULTURAL
POLICY TOWARD CHINA,
1918-1931

A re-interpretation of Japanese policy toward China

arguing that China was an active partner in the

creation of cultural policy and not the victim of

cultural imperialism.

$39.50 cloth, 6 tables. 332 pp.

D I S T R I B U T E D BY
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NEW FROM CALIFORNIA

Women in the Chinese
Enlightenment
Oral and Textual Histories
Wang Zheng
"A milestone. . . . It is the first major study
of the development of Chinese feminism in
what is arguably the most formative period
in the history of modem China. . . . This
book will set the agenda for future scholars
researching the relationship between
feminism and nationalism in China."

—Dorothy Ko,
author of Teachers oj the Inner Chambers

$50.00 cloth, $18.95 paper, illustrated

Contesting Citizenship
in Urban China
Peasant Migrants, the State, and the
Logic of the Market
Dorothy J. Solinger
"In this extraordinary book, Solinger
documents that the coming of markets
cannot easily convert outsiders into
citizens. Years of fieldwork in several of
China's cities have produced an enormously
rich and detailed account."

—Saskia Sassen, author of
Globalization and Its Discontents

$50.00 cloth, $19.95 paper, illustrated

Spirit Stones of China
The Ian and Susan Wilson Collection of
Chinese Stones, Paintings, and Related
Scholars' Objects
Stephen Little
According to legend, stones have been
revered in China since at least the third
millenium B.C. This book explores the history
of stone collecting in China and the connec-
tions between stones, Daoist philosophy,
cosmology, garden design, interior decora-
tion, painting, and woodblock printing.
Published with The Art institute oj Chicago
$29.95 cloth, 60 duotone illustrations, slipcased

New Fourth Army
Communist Resistance along the
Yangtze and the Huai, 1938-1941
Gregor Benton
In his prizewinning Mountain Fires: The Red
Army's Three-Year War in South China,
1934-1938, Benton traced the fate of the
Communist rear guard that stayed behind
when the Red Army set off on the Long
March. After three bloody years, the
survivors regrouped as the New Fourth Army.
In this sequel to Mountain Fires, Benton
describes the first three years of this army.
$80.00 cloth

Rural China Takes Off
The Institutional Foundations of
Economic Reform
Jean C. Oi
"Rural China Takes OjJ is both empirically rich
and theoretically profound, and thus a major
contribution to both China studies and the
theory of transition from central planning to
market economies." —Lucian W Pye,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
$35.00 cloth, $17.95 paper

At bookstores or order 1-800-822-6657

UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA PRESS
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NEW FROM CALIFORNIA

The Japanese Experience
A Short History of Japan
W. G. Beasley
This is an authoritative history of Japan from
the sixth century to the present day. Beasley,
a leading authority on Japan and the author
of a number of acclaimed works on Japanese
history, examines the changing society and
culture of Japan and considers what, apart
from the land and the people, is specifically
Japanese about the history of Japan.
$27.50 cloth, illustrated

An from The Japanese Experience

Emptiness in the
Mind-Only School of
Buddhism
Dynamic Responses to Dzong-ka-ba's
The Essence of Eloquence, Volume 1
Jeffrey Hopkins
"This is a scholarly tour de force, the likes of
which are rarely seen in the academy."

—Jos6 Ignacio Cabezon,
Illif School of Theology

"An exceptionally clear and detailed account
of a central debate in Tibetan Buddhist
scholastic philosophy." —Matthew Kapstein,

University of Chicago
A Philip E. Lilienthal Book, $45.00 cloth

Marketing the Menacing
Fetus in Japan
Helen Hardacre
New in paperback—Hardacre provides new
insights into mizuko kuyo—a Japanese
religious ritual for aborted fetuses.
"Rich in insight, argument, and implica-
tion."—Monumenta Nipponica
A Philip E. Lilienthal Book; Twentieth-Century Japan;
Winner 1998 Hiromi Arisawa Award of the AAUP
$17.95 paper, illustrated

Japanese Workers
in Protest
An Ethnography of Consciousness
and Experience
Christena L. Turner
New in paperback—"A fascinating analysis of
the consciousness and experience of
industrial workers in Japan. . . . 1 recom-
mend it to anyone interested in understand-
ing how ordinary Japanese people make
sense of the often difficult circumstances of
their lives."—Monumenta Nipponica
$16.95 paper

Everyday Things in
Premodern Japan
The Hidden Legacy of Material Culture
Susan B. Hanley
New in paperback—"A creative investigation
from a neglected angle."—Japan Times
"For those of us who are fascinated to
discover how houses were built, clothes
washed and mended, food prepared, or
'night soil' disposed of, she has written a
book that is hard to put down."

—Economic History Review
$16.95 paper

At bookstores or order 1 -800-822-6657

UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA PRESS
www.ucpress.edu
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Ivey business cases are used by the world's best.

Ivey cases are used by the world's top 25
business schools, including Harvard. Ivey is
the 2nd largest producer of business cases in
the world, with 1800 classroom tested cases
and 150 new cases added each year. Ivey
is also the world leader in Asian business
case writing.

Use business cases that keep
students talking even after class.

For a free sample case and directory call Ivey Publishing:

1-800-649-6355 or 519-661-3208
Fax 519-661-3882 or E-mail at cases@ivey.uwo.ca.
You can even order on our web site: www.ivey.uwo.ca/cases

Richard Ivey School of Business

The University of Western Ontario IvEy

"This book is a
masterful study of
the ideology and
uses of writing in
early China. The
scholarship is
impeccable—
indeed, stunning—
the interpretation of
an array of difficult
texts is brilliant, and
the conclusions are
of central impor-
tance to all
subsequent studies
of this period. This

book, in my opinion, is the single most valuable
study in the field of early China scholarship
since Angus Graham's Disputers of the Too. It is
certain to be read, cited, and disputed for many
decades." — Stephen W. Durrant, author of
The Cloudy Mirror

WRITING
AND

AUTHORITY
IN

EARLY
CHINA

MARK KIIWAUI) I.KW1S

544 pp. • $31.95 pb.
ISBN 0-7914-4114-8

This book traces
the evolving uses
of writing to
command assent
and obedience in
early China, an
evolution that
culminated in the
establishment of a textual canon as the
foundation of imperial authority. The book
examines the full range of writings employed
in early China, such as divinatory records,
written communications with ancestors,
government documents, the collective writings
of philosophical and textual traditions,
speeches attributed to historical figures,
chronicles, verse anthologies, commentaries,
and encyclopedic compendia.

In bookstores or call 1-800-666-2211 or write SUNY Press, c/o CUP Services.
PO Box 6525. Ithaca. NY 14851. Tel: 607-277-2211 or email orders to:
orderbookecupserv.org; VISA. MC. AmEx, Discover accepted. Postage and
handling: Domestic and Canada add $3.50 tor first book. t.75 tor each
additional book. NTS residents add 8 * sales tax. Canadian residents odd GST.
Foreign add 15 (US) for first copy. $1 for each additional copy.

State University of New York Press
www.sunypress.edu
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Modern Asian Art
John Clark

A significant and challenging contribution
to the discussion of the advent of modern-
ism in Asia. $48.00, cloth

The Last Tosa
Iwasa Katsumochi Matabei, Bridge to Ukiyo-e

Sandy Kita
An exhaustive study of the works of the
works of an important transitional figure in
the history of Japanese art. $42.00, cloth

The Rousing Drum
Ritual Practice in a Japanese Community

Scott Schnell
A valuable perspective on Japanese festivals
as well as the events and conditions that in-
fluence their development.

$59.00, doth; $33.95, paper

The Metacultural Theater of
Oh T'ae-sok

Five Plays from the Korean Avant-Garde
Translated by Ah-jeong Kim

and R. B. Graves
Here are translations of five plays by one of
Korea's most influential playwrights.

$33.00, doth; $14.95, paper

Empresses and Consorts
Selections from Chen Shou's Records of the.

Three States with Pei Songzhi's Commentary
Translated by Robert Joe Cutter

and William Gordon Crowen
An important contribution to the study of
palace women from earliest times through
the Han. $50.00, cloth

Fenjia
Household Division and Inheritance in

Qing and Republican China
David Wakefield

Investigates one of the central topics in un-
derstanding how Chinese society functioned
and continues to function. $42.00, doth

The Money Demon
Chen Diexian

Translated by Patrick Hanan
This popular novel is the earliest autobio-
graphical account of a Chinese childhood and
youth from the early part of this century.

$42.00, doth; $19.95, paper

Mad Wives and Island Dreams
Shimao Toshio and the Margins

of Japanese Literature
Philip Gabriel

A thorough assessment of the literary legacy
of the a highly original and influential writer.

$49.00, cloth; $28.95, paper

Academies and Society in
Southern Sung China

Linda A.Walton
The first comprehensive look at the South-
em Sung academy movement in the context
of economic, religious, and political change.

$42.00, cloth

Buddhism in Taiwan
Religion and the State, 1660-1990

Charles Brewer Jones
The first work in a Western language to ex-
amine the institutional and political history
of Chinese Buddhism in Taiwan.

$46.00, cloth

U n i v e r s i t y o f H a w a i ' i P r e s s
Order toll free: 888-UHPRESS or call 808-956-8255

www.hawaii.edu/uhpress/
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NEW
Now in paperback...
Teaching and Learning
in Japan
Thomas P. Rohlen and
Gerald K. LeTendre, Editors
"This text provides an in-depth examination
of Japanese learning and teaching in many con-
texts across the life span of the Japanese people."

—Contemporary Psychology
0-521-65115-8 Paperback $18.95

Building a Modern
Financial System
The Indonesian Experience
David Cole and Betty F. Slade
Building a Modern Financial System provides
a unique "inside" account of all aspects of
the Indonesian financial system over the past
three decades, indicating policies adopted,
their effects, and the pressures that influenced
policy choices. Indonesia provides an inter-
esting example of financial modernization: it
was considered a "hopeless case" in the mid
1960s, after which it maintained a balanced
fiscal policy and largely unrestrained foreign
capital movements up until the recent up-
heavals of the mid 1990s.
Trade and Development

0-521-65088-7 Paperback $24.95

Women in Modern India
Gera/d/ne Forbes
The author traces the history of Indian
women from the nineteenth century under
colonial rule, to the twentieth century after
Independence. She begins with the reform
movement, established by men to educate
women, and demonstrates how education
changed their lives, enabling them to take
part in public life. Through the women's
own accounts, the author has compiled an
accessible and immediate record of their
achievements over the past two centuries,
which will be of interest to students of
South Asia and to anyone concerned with
women and their history.
The New Cambridge History of India IV:2

0-521-65377-0 Paperback $19.95

Japan Today
Third Edition
Roger Buckley
This new edition of Japan Today has been
rewritten to take account of Japan's changing
fortunes in the 1990s. It describes the recent
setbacks in the country's economic and finan-
cial sectors and examines the major shifts in
the political sphere. Despite the current chal-
lenges to Japan's prosperity, this is a remark-
able story of postwar resurgence, material
progress and social stability.
0-521-64373-2 Hardback $49.95
0-521-64375-9 Paperback $17.95

Mass Politics and Culture
in Democratizing Korea
Doh C. Shin
This pioneering book offers a dynamic and
global account of Korea's place in the current
third wave of democratization. Drawing
on a unique sample of six national surveys
conducted in Korea since 1988, and richly
comparative, the book carefully examines
the evolution, contours and consequences
of Korean democratization from the perspec-
tive of Korean people themselves and their
experiences throughout the entire course of
democratic change.
Cambridge Asia-Pacific Studies

0-521-65146-8 Hardback about $64.95
0-521-65823-3 Paperback about $22.95

Women and Labour
in Late Colonial India
The Bengal Jute Industry
Samita Sen
Samita Sen's history of laboring women in
Bengal in the late nineteenth and early twen-
tieth centuries considers how social construc-
tions of gender shaped their lives. The author
demonstrates how the long-term trends in
the Indian economy devalued women's labor,
establishing patterns of urban migration and
changing gender equations within the family.
She relates these trends to the spread of dowry,
enforced widowhood and child marriage.
Cambridge Studies in Indian History and Society 3

0-521-45363-1 Hardback $59.95
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FROM CAMBRIDGE
The Delhi
Sultanate
A Political and
Military History
Peter Jackson

The Delhi Sultanate
was the first Islamic
state to be estab-
lished in India.
This book traces its
history from 1210
to its demise at the

sack of Delhi in 1400. While the focus is on
military and political affairs, the book also
explores the Sultans' relations with their non-
Muslim subjects. As a first comprehensive
treatment of the period, the book will make
a significant contribution to medieval Indo-
Muslim history.
Cambridge Studies in Islamic Civilization

0-521-40477-0 Hardback $64.95

Power and Intimacy in the
Christian Philippines
Fenella Cannell
The lowland Philippines, in contrast to the
apparently "exotic", "tribal" areas, has for
many years been thought of as a strangely
Westernized place, without a cultural life of
its own. This innovative and important book
shows that this perception is a myth, which
reflects our own obsessions with defining cul-
ture and identity as something "unchanging."
Through an absorbing account of arranged
marriages, miraculous saint cults, spirit
mediumship and gay beauty contests, the
author describes the unexpectedness of daily
life in rural Bicol and the resilience and
imagination of the Filipino poor.
Cambridge Studies in Social and Cultural

Anthropology 109

0-521-64147-0 Hardback $64.95
0-521-64622-7 Paperback $24.95

Available in bookstores or from

Varieties of Javanese
Religion
An Anthropological Account
Andrew Beatty
Java is famous for its combination of diverse
cultural forms and religious beliefs. In this
most comprehensive study of Javanese reli-
gion since Clifford Geertz's classic study,
Andrew Beatty considers Javanese solutions
to problems of cultural difference, and how
villagers make sense of their complex, multi-
layered culture. Pantheist mystics, supernat-
uralists, orthodox Muslims and Hindu con-
verts at once construct contrasting faiths and
create a common ground through syncretist
ritual. Vividly evoking the local religious life,
this book probes beyond the surface of ritual
and cosmology, revealing the compromise
inherent in practical religion.
Cambridge Studies in Social and Cultural

Anthropology 111

0-521-62444-4 Hardback $64.95
0-521-62473-8 Paperback $23.95

Women, Family
and Child Care in India
A World in Transition
Susan C. Seymour
This book presents an in-depth study of
twenty-four Hindu families, of different caste
and class groups, who live in a newly urban-
ized part of India. The book's main focus is
women—the socialization of girls and the
significance of women's roles through the life
cycle in a society where the patrifocal extended
family is predominant. The author examines
the effects of caste and class on women's lives,
and the effects of recent schooling and delayed
marriage. The voices and changing perspec-
tives of these women are captured in a series
of intergenerational interviews that imply
further change for Indian systems of family
and gender.
0-521-59127-9 Hardback $59.95
0-521-59884-2 Paperback $21.95

CAMBRIDGE
UNIVERSITY PRESS

40 West 20th Street, New York, NY 10011-4211
Call toll-free 800-872-7423. MasterCard/VISA accepted.
Prices subject to change. Web site: http://www.cup.org
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AARHUS UNIVERSITY PRESS
Forthcoming

Ladakh
Culture, History and Development
between Himalaya and Karakoram

Edited by Martijn van Beek,
Kristoffer Brix Bertelsen, and Poul Pedersen

June 1999 / Approx. 384 pages / $ 33.95
240 x 170 mm / Hardbound

Articulating India
By Prem Poddar

September 1999 / Approx. 200 pages / $ 24.95
240 x 170 mm / Hardbound

Return to Japan
From Pilgrimage to West

Edited by Yoichi Nagashima
October 1999 / Approx. 352 pages / $ 39.95

240 x 170 mm / Hardbound

Selected backlist

Japan and Korea
Contemporary Studies

Edited by Bjarke Frellesvig and Roy Starrs
November 1997 / 304 pages / $ 39.95

240 x 170 mm / Hardbound

Objective Description of the Self
The Literary Theory of Iwano Homei

By Yoichi Nagashima
November 1997 / 240 pages / $ 29.95

240 x 170 mm / Hardbound

AARHUS UNIVERSITY PRESS
Building 170, University of Aarhus, DK-8000 Aarhus C

Tel. (+ 45) 86 19 70 33 / Fax (+ 45) 86 19 84 33
73 Lime Walk, Headington, Oxford, GB-OX3 7AD

Tel. (01865) 76 75 75 / Fax (01865) 75 00 79
P.O. Box 511, Oakville, CT 06779, USA

Tel. (860) 945 9329 / Fax (860) 945 9468
E-mail: unipress@au.dk/Homepage: www.au.dk/unipress/
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PUBLISHERS OF FINE BOOKS O N ASIA AND THE PACIFIC

Seasons of Sacred
Celebration

FLOWERS AND POETRY FROM

AN IMPERIAL CONVENT

Institute for
Medieval Japanese Studies

114 pp • 6 x 9 • Full color
0-8348-0464-6 • $16.95 (soft)

Published by Weatherhill

Prehistoric Thailand
FROM EARLY SETTLEMENT TO SUKOTHAI

Charles Hipham
Racbanee Thosarat

200 pp • 7 x 10 • 200 color illus
974-8225-30-5 • $30.00 (soft)

Published by River Books

Heroes and Ghosts
JAPANESE PRINTS BY KUNIYOSHI

Robert Schapp

280 pp- 12 x 12-Full color
90-74822-10-X • $80.00 (hard)

Published by Hotei

High Peaks, Pure Eartli

llufch Rich«rdM»i

High Peaks,
Pure Earth

COLLECTED WRITINGS ON
TIBETAN HISTORY AND CULTURE

Hugh Richardson

864 pp • 6 x 9
0-906026-46-6 • $40.00 (soft)

Published by Serindia

Khmer Art
CIVILISATIONS OF ANGKOR

Madeleine Giteau

Danielle Gueret

160 pp • 10 ' / ix 12 -217 photos
2-9II589-2I- I • $50.00 (hard)

Published by ASA Editions

Rediscovering
Natsume Soseki

introduction and translation

Inger Brodey

Sammy Tsunematsu

160 p p - 5 'Ax 8'A
1-901903-30-3 • $24.95 (hard)
Published by Global Oriental

To order: 41 Monroe Tpke.,Trumbull, CT 06611 Tel (800) 437-7840 • Fax (800) S57-560I
www.weatherhill.com
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New Titles in Asian Studies
nra GREENWOOD
•LL1 PUBLISHING GROUP,:

Against erseii
China Against
Herself
Innovation
or Imitation in
Global Business?
By Yuko Arayama and
Panos Mourdoukoutas
Quorum Books. 1999.
152 pages.
1-56720-245-4. $55.00

Notnai Dance Drama
A Surviving Spirit of Medieval Japan
By Susan M. Asai
Contributions to the Study of
Music and Dance, No. 47
Greenwood Press. 1999. 0-313-30698-2. $55.00 (Est.)

Banana Justice
Field Notes on Philippine
Crime and Custom
By W. Timothy Austin
Praeger Publishers. 1999. 0-275-96204-0. $55.00 (Est.)

Social Movements
and Political Reform
in Hong Kong
By Linda Butenhoff
Praeger Publishers. 1999.152 pages.
0-275-96293-8. $55.00

The Singapore Puzzle
Edited by Michael Haas
Examines why Singapore's democratic prac-
tices have declined as its prosperity has
increased.
Praeger Publishers. 1999. 216 pages.
0-275-96379-9. $57.95

Culture
and Customs
of Taiwan
By Gary Marvin Davison
and Barbara E. Reed
(Culture and Customs of Asia)
Greenwood Press. 1998.
280 pages.
0-313-30298-7. $45.00

Weaving a New Tapestry
Asia in the Post-Cold War World
Case Studies and General Trends
Edited by William P. Head
and Edwin G. Clausen
Praeger Publishers. 1999. 400 pages.
0-275-96332-2. $75.00

The Internationalization
of Television in China
The Evolution of Ideology, Society,
and Media Since the Reform
By Junhao Hong
Foreword by John Lent
Praeger Publishers. 1998.192 pages.
0-275-95998-8. $55.00

Japan and Russia
in Northeast Asia
Partners in the 21st Century
Edited by Vladimir I. Ivanov
and Karla S. Smith
Under the Auspices of the Economic Research
Institute for Northeast Asia
Forewords by Alexander G. Granberg,
Makoto Nobukuni, and Robert A. Scalapino
Praeger Publishers. 1999. 360 pages.
0-275-96382-9. $69.50

For more information on these and thousands of other titles, visit us on the web at
www.greenwood.com

: Post Road West • P.O. Box 5007 • Westport, CT 06881-5007
Telephone (203) 226-3571 • Office FAX (203) 222-1502

PLACE YOUR ORDER TOLL-FREE, 24 HOURS-A-DAY: 1-800-225-5800
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N O W I N P A P E R B A C K
Quelling the People
The Military Suppression
of the Beijing Democracy
Movement
TIMOTHY J. BROOK

"The author has done a mag-
nificent job of reconstruct-
ing the military mobilization
in Beijing and the role of
the People's Liberation
Army in the bloody suppres-
sion of the Chinese people's
movement.... A moving
book that vividly displays
the extraordinary bravery of
the residents of Beijing."

—Pacific Affairs
$16.95 paper

Chinese Modernity
and the Peasant Path
Semicolonialism in the
Northern Yangzi Delta
KATHY LE MONS WALKER

This ambitious work traces
a social history of semicolo-
nialism in late-19th and
early-20th-century China. It
takes as its central concern
the intertwining of two
antagonistic forces: elite
constructions of modernity
shaped globally and an
alternate line of peasant
resistance and development.
$55.00 cloth

N O W I N P A P E R B A C K
American Images
of China. 1931-1949
T. C H R I S T O P H E R

J E S P E R S E N

"Jesperson demonstrates
admirably why we must
recognise the images that
once controlled the
American way of thinking
about China, why and how
these were constructed, and
why they have failed to dis-
appear."

—American Historical
Review

C O P U B L I S H E D W I T H T H E
W 0 0 D R 0 W W I L S O N C E N T E R
Brothers in Arms
The Rise and Fall of the
Sino-Soviet Alliance,
1945-1963
Edited by
ODD ARNE WESTAD

"An unusually important
collection—eight special
studies framed by his
introductory essay and
supplemented by a generous
collection of new documents
tracing the course of the
alliance. Essential reading
for anyone interested in . . .
Cold War studies."

—Michael Hunt,
University of North

Carolina at Chapel Hill
Cold War International History Project Series
$45.00 cloth

Mighty Opposites
From Dichotomies
to Differences in the
Comparative Study
of China
ZHANG LONGXI
This book examines the dis-
crepancies between various
Western representations of
China and the reality of
China; inquires into the cul-
tural, historical, and politi-
cal contexts within which
such discrepancies arise; and
points out the distortion of
reality in the tendency
toward cultural dichotomies,
the tendency to view China
as the conceptual opposite
of the West.
$17.95 paper $49.50 cloth

Fictions of Femininity
Literary Inventions
of Gender in Japanese
Court Wofnen's Memoirs
EDITH SARRA

"This book represents an
exciting new stage in studies
of classical Japanese litera-
ture, as scholars turn from
the translation with brief
introduction to studies that
are the products of applica-
tion of literary theory and
original critical thinking.
Sarra's work is a ground-
breaking and original contri-
bution to scholarship in the
field of Japanese literature."

—Laurel Rasplica Rodd,
University of Colorado

at Boulder
$55.00 cloth

Dangerous Women,
Deadly Words
Phallic Fantasy and
Modernity in Three
Japanese Writers
NINA CORNYETZ
This is a materialist-femi-
nist, psychoanalytic analysis
of a modern Japanese liter-
ary trope—the dangerous
woman, linked to archaisms
and magical realms and
found throughout the
Japanese canon—in the
works of three 20th-century
writers: Izumi Kyoka
(1873-1939), Enchi Fumiko
(1905-86), and Nakagami
Kenji (1946-92).
$45.00 cloth

3

c
2

www-sup-org
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NEW TITLES IN ASIAN STUDIES

Even the Gods Rebel: The Peasants of
Takaino and the 1871 Nakano Uprising in
Japan, by Selcuk Esenbel

Even the Gods Rebelreexamines much of the history of nineteenth-century rural
Japan through the lens of a single uprising. In this way, we learn about conflict,
growth, community, political influence, administration, and the transition from
Tokugawa to Meiji. By showing that the Nakano rebellion arose from the peasant
tradition of communal uprisings, Esenbel has produced a powerful and original
reinterpretation of the causes of change in rural Japan.

Monograph 57, ISBN 0-924304-38 3,1998,440 pages, cloth, List Price: $38
(AAS Members: $30)

The Ming-ding Conflict, 1619-1683: A Historiography
and Source Guide, by Lynn A. Struve

This exciting new resource is an indispensable aid for scholars and
students of the late imperial period (late Ming through Qing
dynasties). Part 1 ("A Sino-Cultural Historiography") features a
400-year intellectual history of Chinese interpretations of the Qing
conquest. Part 2 ("The Best Primary Sources") presents a compre-
hensive annotated bibliography of resources available to scholars,
including materials of Manchu, Japanese, Korean, and European
origin. The annotations focus upon the origins of the physical texts
as well as the potential biases they may contain.

Monograph 56, ISBN 0-924304-37-5,1998,448 pages, cloth. List Price: $40 (AAS Members: $32)

ORDERING INFORMATION

Payment may be made via a check (U.S. dollars) drawn on a
U.S. bank or via MasterCard/Visa.

POSTAGE AND HANDLING
For U.S. orders, add $4 for the first book, $1 for each
additional. For non-U.S. orders, add $5 for the first book,
$2 for each additional.

To place an order or receive a catalog,
please contact:

ASSOCIATION FOR ASIAN STUDIES. INC.
1021 East Huron Street
Ann Arbor, Ml 48104 USA
Phone: 734-665-2490; Fax:734-665-3801
E-Mail: bookorder@aasianst.org
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Art of Edo Japan
1615-1868
Robert T. Singer et al.

'This sumptuous volume offers an expansive
and exhaustive view of Edo art. Arranged
thematically—ornamental art^warrior art,
Work, Religion,
Travel, etc.—and
illuminated with
text by expert
scholars in the
field, this book is
by far one of the
most compre-
hensive books
ever
published
on the

, . ,, Illustration from Ihc Hikunt Sere en, c. 1620s-164(ls,
SUDjeCt. Hikonc Castle Museum, Shiga, National Treasure

—Art Times
Published in association with the National Gallery of Art,
Washington, D.C. 125 b/w + 250 color illus. $100.00

Japanese:
The Spoken Language
Interactive CD-ROM Program
Mari Noda, content designer

Dramatically improve the learning of first-
year Japanese with this new two-disc CD-
ROM set which complements Part I of the
popular textbook series.
Part of Japanese: The Spoken Language
Multimedia Collection
Major funding is provided by the Annenberg/CPB Project.
$60.00 CD-ROM Program for Macintosh or PC

China Chic
East Meets West
Valerie Steele and John S. Major
With essays by Suzanne Cahill,
Antonia Finnane, Martha Huang, Dorothy Ko,
Hazel Clark, and Verity Wilson

This beautifully illustrated book is the first to
explore the history of Chinese dress and the
fascinating ways that Western and Chinese
fashion have influenced one another. The
authors trace the evolution of Chinese clothing
from dragon robes and lotus shoes in the
imperial era to such attire as the clieongsam and
"Mao suit" that symbolize a modern Chinese
identity. 50 b/w + 60 color illus. $45.00

Yale University Press

"Hem
Seeing Like a State
How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human
Condition Have Failed
James C. Scott

"One of the most profound and illuminating
studies of this century to have been published
in recent d e c a d e s . . . . A fascinating interpreta-
tion of the growth of the modern state . . . .
Scott presents a formidable argument against
using the power of the state in an attempt to
reshape the whole of society."—John Gray,
New York Times Book Review
36 illus. $16.95 paperback

Children of Cambodia's
Killing Fields
Memoirs by Survivors
Compiled by Dith Pran
Edited by Kim DePaul
Introduction by Ben Kiernan

"Gives voice to the
unspeakable....
The overwhelming
simplicity of the
contributors'
recollections builds a
solid, irrefutable
censure of one of
humanity's most
shocking crimes."
—Lance Gould, New
York Times Book
Review

Yale Southeast Asia
Studies Monograph Series
28 illus. $14.95 paperback

P.O. Box 209040, New Haven, CT 06520
www.yale.edu/yup/ • 1-800-YUP-READ
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Media, Market, and
Democracy in China
Between the Party Line and the Bottom Line
YUEZHI ZHAO
"Provide[s] a comprehensive, analytical portrait of a
major social institution in flux."
—Journal of Communication

"Looks at the intertwining nature of the Commu-
nist Party and the news media in China, how they
affect each other; and what the future might hold for
each." — Media Asia

"A vivid, authoritative, and nuanced topical view of
the state of the Chinese journalistic media during a
period of epochal transition."— Dan Schiller; author
of Theorizing Communications: A History
A volume in the series The History of Communication

Cloth, $44.95; Paper, $19.95

www.press.uillinois.edu . UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS • (800)545-4703

THIRD VOLUME NOW AVAILABLE!

Chinese Religions: Publications in Western Languages.
Volume 3: 1991 through 1995. Compiled by Laurence G. Thompson
and edited by Gary Seaman

This long-awaited book is the third volume of
Thompson's very popular series of bibliographies
on studies of Chinese religions in Western lan-
guages. This edition supplements the earlier vol-
umes entitled Chinese Religions: Publications in
Western Languages, 1981 through 1990,® 1993,
and Chinese Religion in Western Languages: A
Comprehensive and Classified Bibliography of
Publications in English, French, and German through
1980, ®1985.

Monograph 58. ISBN 0 924304 39 1.1998,176 pages, cloth.

List Price: $32 (AAS Members: $25.50)

Association for Asian Studies, 1021 East Huron Street, Ann Arbor, Ml 48104 USA
Phone: 734-665-2490, Fax: 734-665-3801, E-Mail: bookorderiaasianst.org
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"Pramoedya is a master, and a brilliant one, at setting out an
intricate web of motivation, character, and emotion."

—The New York Times Book Review

THE

MUTE'S

SOLILOQUY
A M I M II I H

Pramoedya Ananta Toer
Author of Thfi Burn Quartet

THE MUTE'S
SOLILOQUY
A M E M O I R

Pramoedya Ananta Toer,
author of THE BURU QUARTET

"Here is an author half a world away from us

whose art and humanity are both so great that

we instantly feel we've known him—and he

us—all our lives." —USA Today

"The density of emotion that suffuses Tran Vu's stories, along
with a vigorous style that subtly uses the conventions of

melodrama, make this vivid collection arguably the best fiction
we have seen yet from Vietnam." —Kirkus Reviews (starred review)

THE DRAGON
HUNT

F I V E S T O R I E S

Tran Vu

"Fresh and engaging...a transcendent and
emotionally gripping collection."—Booklist

Introducing HYPERION EAST
A n e w i m p r i n t c e l e b r a t i n g A s i a n l i t e r a t u r e i n t r a n s l a t i o n

A t B o o k s t o r e s N o w
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MUSEUM QUALITY EXHIBITS

"MY LIFE IS MY MESSAGE"—40 panels (2' x 41) of photo-
graphs with captions on the life of Mahatma Gandhi.

"INDIA—THE PEOPLE AND THEIR LAND"—more
than 100 color photographs taken over 40 years by Beatrice
Pitney Lamb.

"BEAUTY IN STONE"—Hindu, Buddhist, and Islamic architecture of India, color
photographs by Beatrice Pitney Lamb.

Also smaller portable exhibit (sent by mail), video-cassettes (including
biographical documentaries of Gandhi), and other resources available for loan.

Undergraduate-level CORRESPONDENCE COURSE on Gandhi (study
materials from the Gujarat Vidyapith University in India founded by him in 1920).

Call or write: THE GANDHI MEMORIAL CENTER
P. O. Box 9515

Washington, D.C. 20016
(301) 229-3871

1999 ABSTRACTS

OF THE ANNUAL MEETING

If you were not able to attend our highly successful meeting in Boston, MA,
you can still be aware of the most recent scholarship in your field. Order this
unique compilation, and keep in touch with what your colleagues are doing.

• More than 400 pages of information

• Abstracts of all 207 panels—each composed of
multiple separate papers—all categorized by
geographical areas of interest (China/ Inner Asia,
Japan, South Asia, Southeast Asia, Korea, and
Interarea)

• A detailed index of the participants

• A directory of all participants: names, mailing
addresses, and e-mail addresses

Association for Asian Studies, Inc.
1021 E. Huron Street, Ann Arbor, Ml 48104 USA
Phone: (734) 665-2490; Fax: (734) 665-3801

E-Mail: bookorder@aasianst.org
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ERS

Spring 1999

Dear Colleague:

It is hard to believe that the time has passed so quickly.... But

here we are—thanks to you, our authors and readers—

celebrating fifteen years of independent publishing.

"Independent" means a lot of different things to us: Taking

chances on new ideas. Being free from the restrictions of

corporate headquarters or lenders. Publishing each book with

care, from the external review process; to professional

copyediting, typesetting, proofreading (yes, we still do it!), and

quality manufacturing; to thorough, individualized promotion

throughout the world; to one of the best customer service groups

in any industry.

Where we are not independent is in our relationship to the

community of people whom we publish, and publish for. One of

the aspects of publishing that all of us here love most is being

part of that international, interdependent community.

We are proud of our record so far. And, with your continuing

help, we plan to do an even better job in the next fifteen years!

?ards,

\inni C. Rienner

:z LNO
'y^k
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www.asianartbooks.com
Books from CHINA

on the arts, archaeology, history and literature
from Chinese publishing houses.

Wenwu, Kaogu & other art and
archaeology journals available on a regular basis.

Books and exhibition catalogues from
JAPAN, KOREA, INDIA and

SOUTHEAST ASIA are also available.
Our web site features searchable database (new & out-of-print;

updated daily) and a secure online ordering system.

PARAGON BOOK GALLERY
1507 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IL 60605 USA
Tel: (312) 663-5155 Fax: (312) 663-5177
Email: paragon@paragonbook.com

T

7°

T E M P L E U N I V E R S I T Y J A P A N
Spend a semester, summer or academic year studying in the heart of Tokyo
at Temple University Japan. Choose from a broad range of courses taught
in English including Asian Studies and Japanese language courses at aU levels.

• Courses fully integrated with Japanese students
• Upper level courses in Art History, Asian Studies, Economics, Geography

& Urban Studies, History, Political Science, Psychology, Religion, and
Sociology taught in English

• Internships

• Japanese language study at beginning, intermediate, and advanced levels

• Arranged housing

For brochure and application, please contact:

Temple University International Programs
Conwell Hall, 5th floor

1801 North Broad Street
Philadelphia, PA 19122

Telephone: 213 204-4684
E-mail: intlprog@vm.tcmplc.edu or http://www.temple.edu/intlprog/
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ORIGINS OF NATIONALITY
IN SOUTH ASIA
Patriotism and Ethical Government in the
Making of Modern India
A. C. A. BAYLY
This book considers the ideological and institutional
antecedents of mature Indian nationalism. It argues
that patriotism is highly useful as an idea by which to
understand India in the 18th and early 19th centuries,
and includes essays on swadeshi, Indian resistance, and
"communalism."
1999 320 pp. $32.00

Forthcoming!

LEARNING FROM ASIAN
PHILOSOPHY
JOEL J. KUPPERMAN
Kupperman shows how our understanding of six
philosophical topics of much contemporary import
can be enhanced through the consideration of Asian
philosophy. These topics are the formation of the self
as an ethical problem, the fluidity of the self, the
ethical nature of choice, the scope of ethics, the
demands of ethics, and the nature of philosophy as
an enterprise.
August 1999 208 pp. paper $19.95 cloth $49.95

Forthcoming!

JAPANESE MULTINATIONALS
IN ASIA
Regional Operations in Comparative
Perspective

Edited by DENNIS J. ENCARNATION
Contributors to this essay collection discuss Japan's
reasons for moving manufacturing to other countries,
the flow of trade between Japan and these countries,
technology transfer within firms, the impact of
Japanese management practices on other Asian nations,
and the competition between Japanese and American
firms in Asia.
(japan Business and Economics Series) >
Juno 1999 304 pp. $49.95

THE PRACTICE
OF POWER
US Relations with
China since 1949
ROSEAAARY FOOT
"A major contribution to
our understanding of Sino-
American relations over the
years....The book excels in its
primary objective of recon-
structing and reinterpreting

Washington's evolving positions on key issues in the
relationship with Beijing, and as such it deserves a
wide audience."—American Political Science Review
1995 (paper 1997) 304 pp. paper $ 19.95

ENTERPRISE REFORM IN CHINA
Ownership, Transition, and Performance

Edited by GARY H. JEFFERSON and
INDERJIT SINGH
This volume seeks to fully document the influence of
economic reform on China's industrial sector—and to
also explain why China's reforms, which appear mea-
ger relative to the more ambitious reform programs of
Eastern Europe and even Russia, have had such wide-
reaching effects.
(A World Bank Publication)
1999 304 pp. paper $55.00

KIMONO IN THE BOARDROOM
The Invisible Evolution of Japanese
Women Managers
JEAN R. RENSHAW
Japanese women, who comprise more than 40 percent
of Japan's workforce, are clearly essential to their coun-
try's economy. Yet they are not typically thought of as
managers, at home or abroad. Renshaw challenges that
perception in this pathbreaking book, showing us
where and how an "invisible evolution" is occurring in
Japanese business.
1999 288 pp. $35.00

KINGSHIP AND
AUTHORITY IN
SOUTH ASIA
Edited by J. F. RICHARDS
The papers in this book
address the ways in which
kingship in South Asia was a
product of the society that
contributed to it, as well as a
regenerative agency which, in
its ideal form, stabilized the

existing social order.
1998 388 pp. $35.00

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
IN SOUTH ASIA

tsoa

HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT
IN SOUTH ASIA
1998
MAHBUB UL HAQ and
KHADIJA HAQ
This second report on
human development in
South Asia presents a com-
prehensive profile of educa-
tion in the region, analyzes

current educational policies in the different countries,
and outlines a concrete five-year plan to achieve
universal primary education.
1998 200 pp. paper $19.95 d o * $28.95

OXJORD
UNIVERSITY PRESS

Prices are subject to change and apply only in the US. To order, or for more
information, please call 1-800-451-7556. In Canada, call 1-800-387-8020.
www.oup.com
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THE ASSOCIATION FOR ASIAN STUDIES
WELCOMES NEW MEMBERS

As a member, you will enjoy the fellowship and intellectual stimulation of your peers,
as well as the following:

• Five issues annually of the Asian Studies Newsletter

• Four issues annually of the Journal of Asian Studies

• Three issues annually of Education About Asia (a resource for teachers
and professors)

• Discounts on all other Association publications

• Reduced registration rate at our four-day Annual Meeting

Simply return the form below with your check (written in U.S. dollars on a U.S. bank) or
Visa/Mastercard number to: AAS, 1021 East Huron, Ann Arbor, Ml 48104.

For further information on the Association, its activities, its publications, and the advantages
of membership, please contact our Membership Director; Tel: 734-665-2490; Fax: 734-665-
3801; E-Mail: jdewey@aasianst.org

MEMBERSHIP FORM
IDENTIFICATION

Name:

Address:

Home Phone:

Office Phone:

Fax:

E-Mail:

Institutional Affiliation:

SELECT YOUR MEMBERSHIP CATEGORY

REGULAR MEMBER

• $20,000 or under/yr. income $25 Q
• $21,000-$30,000/yr. income $45 •
• $31,000-$45,000/yr. income $60 •

• $46,000-$60,000/yr. income $70 •

• $61,000-$75,000/yr. income $80 Q
• $76,000-over/yr. income $90 •

• PATRON
(one-time payment) $1,000 or more •

• ASSOCIATE MEMBER $15 •
(Spouse of regular member/give spouse's name

here: )

OPTIONAL POSTAGE

NEWSLETTER: OPTIONAL 1st CLASS/AIR

• USA, Canada, Mexico $8 •

• C. America, S. America,
Caribbean Islands, $14 •

• Europe $17 •
• Africa, Asia, Australia $21 O

ANNUAL MTG. PROGRAM: 1st CLASS/AIR

• USA $3 •

• Non-USA $8 •

• Contribution to Endowment $

TOTAL AMOUNT:

Q Payment enclosed

Q Charge my Mastercard/Visa number:

Exp. Date_

OPTIONAL BIO-DATA

Q Male Q Female
Occupation: Degree.:.
Discipline (anthropology, history, etc.):
Primary: Secondary:

Region of Primary Interest:
Q China/Inner Asia • Northeast Asia
• South Asia Q Southeast Asia
Country of Primary Interest:
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Parallax Visions
Making Sense of

American-East Asian

Relations at the End

of the Century

BRUCE CUMINGS

In a work that synthesizes crucial developments in international relations
at the close of the twentieth century, Bruce Cumings provides a nuanced
understanding of how the United. States has loomed over the modern histo-

ry and culture of East Asia. By offering correctives to widely held yet largely
inaccurate assessments of the affairs of this region, Parallax Visions shows how
relations between the United States, Japan, Vietnam, North and South Korea,
China, and Taiwan have been structured by their perceptions and mispercep-
tions of each other.

"Cumings's views derive from a close study of East Asia over several decades
and produce insights that are devastating to American amour propre. His is not
just a new perspective but also the source of truly unknown information. There
is no other voice quite like that of Bruce Cumings."—Chalmers Johnson, Japan
Policy Research Institute

304 pages, cloth $17.95
Asia-Pacific Series

Duke University Press
Box 90660 Durham, NC Z7708-0660
toll-free 1-888-651-012.2.
www.duke.edu/web/dupress/
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AAS Mailing Labels
—Reach your Specialized Audience—

Choose from the following:

» The AAS Membership Z,irf-approximately 8,000 scholars, students, and others
interested in East, South, and Southeast Asia.

M The "Subscriber List"-some 2,500 libraries and other organizations that purchase
publications from the AAS.

» List of Asian Studies Programs, Centers, and Institutes in universities in the U.S. and
around the world (approximately 1,000 addresses).

Charges: $110/1,000 for Cheshire labels, and $120/1,000 for pressure-sensitive.
Specialized selections possible-please call our Labels Coordinator, Anne Arizala.

Association for Asian Studies, Inc., 1021 Huron Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48104; Phone: 734-665-2490; Fax: 734-665-3801

E-Mail: labels@aasianst.org

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ASIAN
STUDIES ONLINE

The single most important record of research and
scholarly literature on Asia written in Western languages is
now available ONLINE via library subscription

• Full content of the annual printed Bibliography of Asian Studies from
1971-1991, plus numerous citations from more recent years
(including all articles in the 100 most-used journals in Asian studies)

• Approximately 420,000 citations that can be searched within seconds

and easily downloaded and printed

• Entries accessible by subject, country, journal title, or key word

• 1000s of new entries added every three months

• Accessible to faculty, staff, and students at subscribing colleges and
universities via their computer systems, with validation by IP address

Full details are available on the AAS website:
http://www.aasianst.org
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Economic and Social Trends in
Asia and the Pacific region

(OtoanuM
MB CtOSSJOtMl

TtANSACnONSW

SatCRDUUN

commas

IN SMUTTED ASIAN
POMCIKS, REMTED

8 M U H N C AND REC1O*AJ.
COOTCRATION

Border Trade and Cross-border Transactions of Selected
Asian Countries
Policy makers and others will find this publication most helpful in
evaluating the constraints and opportunities in order to devise
strategies that enhance trade relations among neighbouring countries.
In its discussion of border trade and border transactions, this
publications presents studies on China, India, the Commonwealth of
Independent States (CIS) and Thailand.
E.98.II.F.IS 9211197821 128pp. $15.00

Economic and Social Survey of Asia and the Pacific
This Survey analyzes recent economic and social developments in
the region with particular emphasis on economic and social
policy issues and broad development strategies. An essential
resource for every multinational corporation intending to expand
their business in Asia or to invest in the region.
E.98.II.F.59 9211198151 1998 172pp. $45.00

Foreign Direct Investment in Selected Asian
Countries: Policies, Related Institution-building and
Regional Cooperation
This publication focuses on the role of national policies and
institutions and the scope for regional cooperation to promote
foreign direct investment (FDI) in the Asia-Pacific region. It provides a
general perspective on the determinants of foreign investors' choice of
location and presents case studies on Bangladesh, China, India,
Malaysia, the Republic of Korea and Singapore.The case studies focus
on the evolution of FDI-related national policies and institutions and
their functioning. It evaluates the trends in both inflows and, where
relevant, outflows as a test of the effectiveness of policies and
institutions. Among others, those responsible for formulating and
implementing FDI-related policies will find the diverse experiences
most interesting.
E.98.II.F.62 9211198178 200pp. $20.00

Asia and the Pacific into the Twenty-first Century:
Prospects for Social Development
The new millennium presents the opportunity to broaden the prevailing
understanding of social development The Asian and Pacific region is very
well positioned to take up this challenge.This publication assesses the prospects for social
development in the Asian and Pacific region and examines the region's development context at
the global, regional and subregional levels. It also examines the prospects for specific population
groups focusing on youth, women, older persons, persons with disabilities and poverty alleviation.
E.98.II.F.73 9211198623 304pp. $45.00

United Nations Publications
Sales and Marketing Section, Room DC2-08S3, Dept_AI47, New York, N.Y. 10017
Tel. (800) 253-9646, (212) 963-8302, Fax. (212) 963-3489
Internet: http://www.un.org/publications, E-mail: publications@un.org

Visa, MC and AMEX accepted. Domestic Orders: Add 5% of gross ($5.00 minimum) for shipping and
handling. Overseas Orders: Add US$ 5.00 per t it le in addition to US$ 5.00 basic handling charge.

Internet: http://www.un.org/pubhcations

Asia and the
Pacific into (ha
Twenty-first Century:
Prospects for
Social Development
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THE ASSOCIATION FOR ASIAN STUDIES, INC.

1021 East Huron, Ann Arbor, Ml 48104 USA

Officers of the Association. President—SUSAN L. MANN, University of California, Davis.
Vice President—PETER DUUS, Stanford University. Secretary-Treasurer—JOHN C. CAMPBELL,

University of Michigan. Past President—WENDY DONIGER, University of Chicago. Past-
Past President—JAMES C. SCOTT, Yale University.

Board of Directors. President, Vice President, Secretary-Treasurer, Past President, and
Past-Past President, as listed above. Editor of the Journal of Asian Studies—ANAND A.
YANG, University of Utah. China and Inner Asia Council—DRUGLADNEY, University of Hawaii,
Manoa. Northeast Asia Council—TAKASHI FUJITANI, University of California, San Diego.
South Asia Council—SUGATA BOSE, Tufts University. Southeast Asia Council—NANCY
FLORIDA, University of Michigan. Council of Conferences—RITA SMITH KIPP, Kenyon College.
Program Committee—SUZANNE W. BARNETT, University of Puget Sound.

Staff of the Association. Associate Director—MICHAEL PASCHAL. Comptroller—CAROL J.
KELINGOS. Publications Manager—ANN W. BEARD. Conference Manager—KAREN F. FRICKE.

Membership Manager—JOAN DEWEY. Publications Coordinator—JONATHAN WILSON. Fulfill-
ment Coordinator—ANNE ARIZALA. Registration Coordinator—LINDA SMITH. Accounts Receiv-
able—LULA W. KROMIS. Office Assistant—PAT KESSLER.

Sponsoring Institutions. University of Michigan and University of Utah.

EDITORIAL AND SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION

The Journal of Asian Studies (ISSN 0021-9118), known until September 1956 as the Far Eastern
Quarterly, is published by the Association for Asian Studies (formerly the Far Eastern Association) in
February, May, August, and November. The annual subscription rate for the Journal is $60 for U.S.
addresses and $70 for non-U.S. addresses, with postage included for delivery by Periodicals Postal
Class. (The subscriber has the option of paying extra for delivery by U.S. First Class or Foreign Airmail.)
Single issues published after February 1974 are available from the Secretariat of the Association.
Issues published prior to 1958 may be purchased from A.M.S. Reprints, 56 East 13th Street, New York,
NY 10003 USA. University Microfilms International, 300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Ml 48106 USA
offers all volumes on either microfilm or microfiche.

All correspondence regarding memberships, subscriptions, advertising, reprints, and similar issues
should be addressed to the office of the Association for Asian Studies, 1021 East Huron Street, Ann
Arbor, Michigan 48104 USA.

AAS ANNUAL MEETING
The Fifty-Second Annual Meeting of the Association for Asian Studies

will be held at the Town and Country Resort in
San Diego, CA, March 9-12, 2000

Expected attendance: 3,000.
For further information, contact: the Association for Asian Studies,

1021 East Huron Street, Ann Arbor, MI 48104 USA
Phone: (734) 665-2490; Fax: (734) 665-3801; E-Mail: annmtg@aasianst.org.
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THE MOUTH THAT BEGS
Hunger, Cannibalism, and the Politics

of Eating in Modern China

GANG YUE

"A very provocative view of the way mod-
ern Chinese practice, imagine, and politi-
cize food culture and alimentary discourse.
Instead of paying only lip service to
materiality, Yue truly grapples with the
material aspect of Chinese modernity."
—David Wang, author of Fictional Realism
in Modern China: Mao Dun, Lao She,
Shen Congwen

"The Mouth That Begs is magnificent—
sophisticated in writing and original in
approach and interpretation. A most
brilliant work indeed."—Leo Ou-fan,
Harvard University

384 pages, paper $20.95

Post-Contemporary Interventions

NEW from DUKE

GREENER PASTURES
Politics, Markets, and Community
among a Migrant Pastoral People
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